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Current economic, political, and 
environmental challenges influence 
the development of global trade. 
More than ever, trade facilitation as 
an integrative approach is in the 
common interest of governments, 
business, and society.

5 years ago, the members of the World 
Trade Organization (WTO) set the goal 
of jointly simplifying the rules on 

Welcome to the  
High-Level Forum 2022
We are glad you are here!

import, transit and export of goods  
in global trade through the Trade 
Facilitation Agreement (TFA). It is  
not only relevant for emerging and 
developing countries to reduce costs 
and time for cross-border trade in 
goods. Trade facilitation leads to an 
increase in exports and thus improves 
the business and investment climate 
worldwide. This contributes to job 
creation and poverty reduction.
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The 5th anniversary of the imple-
mentation of the WTO TFA is a good 
occasion to share learning experi-
ences and look forward to the coming  
years together.

Together with high-ranking guests 
from government and businesses, we 
will discuss what the current challenges 
in international trade are and what 
opportunities we must promote for 
the further implementation of the TFA. 
We will focus on two transformative 
topics: Implementation of the African 

Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) 
and Digitalisation in International 
Trade.

On the following pages you will find 
the agenda of the event, an overview 
of the panel topics and speakers as 
well as background information on  
the German Alliance. We are looking 
forward to the exchange with you.



Time Topic Speaker

17:00 H Networking Reception

18:00 H Welcome and Introductory 
Keynote Speech:   
Working Together to  
Facilitate Global Trade

Dr Franziska Brantner 
Parliamentary State Secretary, 
Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK)

Keynote Speech as a Video 
Statement: Economic 
Cooperation and Poverty 
Reduction Through Trade 
Facilitation: The Importance 
of AfCFTA and Digitalisation 
in International Trade

Dr Bärbel Kofler 
Parliamentary State Secretary 
at the Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and 
Development (BMZ)

Agenda
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18:30 H Panel 1: Implementation 
of the African Continental 
Free Trade Area

Sabine Dall’Omo 
Chief Executive Officer, Siemens 
Southern and Eastern Africa 

Katharina Felgenhauer 
Delegate, Delegation of German 
Industry and Commerce in Nigeria

Dirk Meyer 
Head of Directorate-General 1: 
Global health; private sector; 
trade; rural development, 
Federal Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
(BMZ)

Wolfgang Niedermark 
Member of the Executive Board, 
Federation of German Industries 
e.V. (BDI)

Mickson Opoku 
Team Leader Multilateral, 
Regional and  Bilateral Trade/
Chief Trade Negotiator for the 
AfCFTA, Ministry of Trade and 
Industry Accra, Ghana
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19:15 H Panel 2: Digitalisation in 
International Trade

Dr Axel Berger 
Deputy Director (interim), 
German Institute of Develop-
ment and Sustainability (IDOS)

Marion Jansen 
Director, Trade and Agriculture 
Directorate, Organisation  
for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD)

Nataša Mirković 
Acting Assistant Director for  
the Customs Procedures  
Division, Customs Adminis-
tration of Serbia

Dr Mohammad Saeed 
Head of Trade Facilitation and 
Policy for Business Team,  
International Trade Centre (ITC) 

Christoph Steinke 
Head of Global Customs, 
Systems and Compliance,  
HP Inc.

19:55 H Closing Remarks Dirk Meyer 
Head of Directorate-General 1: 
Global health; private sector; 
trade; rural development,  
Federal Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development 
(BMZ)

20:00 H Networking Event



Speakers and  
Panelists
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Welcome
Dr Franziska Brantner  
(ALLIANCE 90/THE GREENS)
is Parliamentary State Secretary at the Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action 
(BMWK). She obtained a diploma from Sciences Po Paris 
and a master’s degree in International Affairs from 
Columbia University New York. She went on to be 
awarded a doctorate in social sciences from Mannheim 
University. She has served as a Member of the 
European Parliament. As a member of the German 
Bundestag, she was previously a Parliamentary 
Secretary and spokesperson for European policy for 
the ALLIANCE 90/THE GREENS parliamentary group.

Dr Bärbel Kofler (SPD)
is Parliamentary State Secretary to the Federal 
Minister for Economic Cooperation and Development 
(BMZ). Prior to her appointment in December 2021, 
she was the Federal Government Commissioner 
for Human Rights Policy and Humanitarian Aid 
for five years. She has been a member of the 
German Bundestag since 2004, where she worked 
as a development policy spokeswoman for the 
SPD parliamentary group and in the Foreign Affairs 
Committee. Dr Kofler holds a doctorate in linguistics.



Panel 1:  
Implementation of the African  
Continental Free Trade Area
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Sabine Dall’Omo
is regarded as one of Africa’s most influential women 
in engineering, she has consistently put her best foot 
forward and broken boundaries in this male-dominated 
field. She currently serves as the Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) and board member for Siemens in South 
Africa. She works to push the continent forward in 
terms of science and technology. Earlier this year  
she was appointed as the Deputy Chairperson of the 
NEPAD Business Foundation and as an honorary 
member to serve on the Board of Trustees for the 
Deutsche Welthungerhilfe e.V.; in addition she has also 
been appointed onto the Presidential Advisory Council 
on Investment (PACI). She was elected to the North-West 
University Faculty of Engineering Dean’s Advisory 
Board and most recently she was re-elected as Board 
Member of the German-African Business Association.

Katharina Felgenhauer 
has headed the Delegation of German Industry and 
Commerce in Nigeria since November 2019 with offices  
in Lagos and Abuja. In addition to comprehensive  
market entry services, the delegation currently covers  
in particular the focal points (1) energy and environment, 
(2) innovation and start-ups, (3) vocational training and 
(4) agriculture. Katharina Felgenhauer has been working in 
the field of market and business development in sub-Saharan 
Africa since 2012 with stations in Kenya, Ghana and Nigeria.
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Wolfgang Niedermark
has been a member of the Executive Board of the 
Federation of German Industries e.V. (BDI) since 2020. 
Previously, he was a delegate of German Industry and 
Commerce and headed the German Chamber of Commerce 
Abroad in Hong Kong. Before that, he headed the Berlin 
office of BASF SE for 7 years.

Dirk Meyer 
Head of Directorate-General 1 (Global health; private sector; 
trade; rural development) at the Federal Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (BMZ). Dirk Meyer studied 
history and German language and literature at Bielefeld 
University, Germany, and at University College Cork, 
Ireland. Following his academic training, he headed the 
office of the Member of the European Parliament for the 
constituency of Ostwestfalen-Lippe, Germany. From 1996 
to 2018, Mr Meyer worked in various ministries in the 
German Federal State of North Rhine-Westphalia, most 
recently as a Director-General at the Ministry for Innovation, 
Science and Research of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia. 
From April 2018 to December 2021, he served as a Director- 
General at the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature 
Conservation and Nuclear Safety. 

Mickson Opoku 
is Chief Negotiator for the AfCFTA and Team Leader for 
Multilateral, Regional and Bilateral Trade at the Ghanaian 
Ministry of Trade and Industry. In the past, his interests  
in innovation and research led him to the World Trade 
Institute at the University of Bern, where he studied 
International Law and Economics, and to the Institute  
for Training & Technical Cooperation at the World Trade 
Organisation in Geneva.
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Panel 2:  
Digitalisation in International Trade

Dr Axel Berger
is Deputy Director (interim) of the German Institute of 
Development and Sustainability (IDOS). He studied at 
Ludwig- Maximilians-Universität Munich and started his 
professional career at adelphi Consult before joining IDOS.  
He regularly contributes to peer-reviewed and non- 
peer-reviewed publications, focusing on international 
investment agreements, free trade agreements, global 
value chains, the G20 and the implementation of the 
2030 Agenda.

Marion Jansen
is the Director of the Trade and Agriculture Directorate at Organi-
sation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).  
She previously held senior positions in the World Trade 
Organization, the International Labour Office and the 
International Trade Centre. She has represented 
different organizations at the G7 and G20 level, led 
critical interagency collaborations and major inter-
disciplinary research networks. Marion Jansen holds a 
PhD in economics from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra 
(Barcelona). She has published widely on international trade 
and global economic governance.
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Dr Mohammad Saeed
heads the Trade Facilitation and Policy for Business team with 
International Trade Centre (ITC) Geneva. His work focuses on 
assisting beneficiary countries to promote trade through 
improving the competitiveness of the private businesses. 
International trade law and policy in particular reforms 
for cross border trade and digital commerce are his 
areas of interest. He is member of UNNExT Advisory 
Group on Paperless Trade for SMEs and on Board of 
Directors of International Network of Custom Universities 
(INCU). He holds a master’s degree in Public Administration 
from Harvard Kennedy School and LLB from University of London. 

Christoph Steinke
is Head of Global Customs, Systems and Compliance at 
HP Inc. As part of HP’s corporate logistics function, he 
manages the global customs team. He ensures that HP’s 
customs clearance is done in an effective and compliant 
way. Christoph holds a degree in Electrical Engineering 
and a Master of Science from the University of Karlsruhe 
(TU) complemented by a leadership certificate from 
Stanford Graduate School of Business. His 25 years of 
industry experience make him a strong driver of continuous 
improvement, automation, and simplification. His passions 
are building world class diverse teams and grasping 
opportunities.

Nataša Mirković
is Acting Assistant Director for the Customs Procedures 
Division at the Serbian Customs Administration.  
She joined the Customs Administration 25 years ago  
and has held various positions. Among other projects, 
she accompanied projects for the technical implemen-
tation of new customs systems.



Why is it important to support the 
implementation of the AfCFTA within 
the framework of the German Alliance 
for Trade Facilitation?

The AfCFTA is the largest free trade 
area since the establishment of the 
World Trade Organization. 54 member 
states of the African Union have the 
common goal of a continental single 
market consisting of 1.3 billion people 
and a gross domestic product of 
3.4 trillion US dollars. The initiative 

Panel 1:  
Implementation of 
the African Conti-
nental Free Trade 
Agreement

aims at promoting and expanding 
intra-African trade, enhancing 
competitiveness, and developing the 
processing industry of the African 
economy. With an expected boost of 
intra-African trade by 52.3 per cent 
(UNECA1), the Agreement will encou-
rage trade and diversify local 
economies. In addition, the Agree-
ment will lead to collaborative 
structures, dispute settlement and a 
more secure investment environment. 
These ambitious goals support the 

1  United Nations. Economic Commission for Africa (2019). African Continental Free Trade Area: 
Questions & Answers. Addis Ababa. © UN.ECA. https://hdl.handle.net/10855/43253
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socio-economic transformation 
envisioned by Agenda 2063 by the 
African Union. Better business 
opportunities and environments  
will benefit local and international 
companies alike, and the Agreement 
will thus be a step towards the 
aspiration of ‘a prosperous Africa, 
based on inclusive growth and 
sustainable development’ (African 
Union, Agenda 2063).

Given this imperative and with a view 
to stimulate debate and support 
action on the new ground, speakers 
and guests of the High-Level Forum 
2022 will discuss challenges and 
opportunities in the implementation 
of the AfCFTA. The discussion will 
focus on sustainable and self-sustai-
ning economic development in Africa 
and highlight trade facilitation 
measures and efforts of 

governments, businesses, and 
associations in boosting international 
and intra-African trade. Current 
trends and challenges in global 
supply chains provide additional food 
for thoughts about potential of the 
AfCFTA implementation. Through 
bundling resources and exploring 
diversification strategies all stake-
holders could contribute to more 
resilient cross border trade.



The needs of government institutions 
and partner companies in the area of 
trade facilitation in Africa are enor-
mous. The German Alliance is imple-
menting various activities within the 
framework of the African Continental 
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). The current 
projects follow the approach of 

achieving sustainable impacts with 
relatively small, targeted measures.  
In the future, the aim is to further 
develop the Africa portfolio. In 
addition, the expansion of existing 
activities is continuously reviewed,  
for example through follow-up/
upscaling projects. 

Activities of the German Alliance in  
the Context of the African Continental  
Free Trade Area 
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Project Country and Title Project Focus

Côte d’Ivoire
Advanced Rulings 

• Advanced rulings by customs on tariff  
classification and rules of origin

Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, 
Kenya, Rwanda, Cambodia
Digitizing Global Trade (DGT)
In cooperation with 
 Deutsche Post DHL Group 
under the develoPPP- 
programme

•  Strengthening Pre-Arrival Processing (PAP)
• Simplification/Digitisation of Export Procedures 

and Export Facilitation 

Status: In Implementation
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Ghana
African Continental Free 
Trade Area 

•  Modernisation of the customs administration
•  Support for cooperation with other customs 

authorities 
•  Awareness raising on AfCFTA

Kenia
African Continental Free 
Trade Area 

• Strengthening Pre-Arrival Processing (PAP)
• Risk Management
•  Authorised Economic Operators (AEO)
•  Raising awareness on the relevance of the  

WTO TFA for import/export under the AfCFTA
• Rules of origin



How can digitalisation promote 
transparent and efficient custom 
processes?

For the movement, release, and 
clearance of goods in cross-border 
trade, specific data must be processed. 
In many developing countries, paper- 
based documents and manual 
processes are still common in customs. 
Resulting risks such as lack of trans-
parency and inefficiency pose  
challenges for governments, busi-
nesses, and commoners at borders.

The digitisation of data and processes 
around trade enables fast document 
transfer, verifiable sources and a high 
level of trust for all actors involved. 
Digital customs processes greatly 
facilitate trade by reducing waiting 
time at border crossing points. The 
contact restrictions caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic have shown that 
the digitisation of documents and 
procedures is possible in a short time. 
For sustainable impact, governments 
need to optimise and adapt entire sys-
tems in consultation with the private 
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Panel 2:  
Digitalisation of 
International Trade



sector over the long term. Technologies 
such as blockchain enable partici-
patory and transparent processes  
in which small and medium-sized 
enterprises can also access relevant 
systems and structures more easily.  
In various projects, the German 
Alliances for Trade Facilitation thus 
works together with local and inter-
national partners to implement digital 
solutions for trade. This is in line with 
the ‘Digitalisation for Development’ 
approach of the German Federal 

Government, which focuses on new 
work, local innovations, equal 
opportunities, Good Governance and 
the use of data to support the digital 
transformation in partner countries.

The High-Level Forum 2022 provides a 
platform for different perspectives on 
the digital transformation, as speakers 
from government authorities, associa-
tions and businesses come together  
to discuss how further facilitation in 
international trade can be promoted.



Together with its partner countries, 
the German Alliance for Trade facilita-
tion is introducing digital solutions to 
facilitate trade. More specifically, trade 
processes are being digitalised to 
reduce the time and costs involved in 

cross-border trade in goods. Through 
digitalisation, developing and emerging 
countries in particular, can integrate 
themselves into the digital exchange 
of trade-related data flows.
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Activities of the German Alliance  
in the Context of Digitalisation 

Project Country and Title Achieved/Intended Impact

Albania, Bosnia  
Herzegovina, Kosovo, 
North Macedonia 
Implementation of an Elec-
tronic Pre-Arrival Customs 
Clearance System in Albania
In Cooperation with ‘Open 
Regional Funds for Southeast 
Europe’

• North Macedonia started to regularly use the  
new pre-arrival process (PAP) in August 2020:  
The storage times of express shipments before 
delivery (bond on stock) have improved by 15%

Cambodia, Sri Lanka
Digitising Global Maritime 
Trade (DGMT)
In cooperation with Maersk 
under the develoPPP 
programme

•  Increasing efficiency in the international  
transport documentation process

•  Time and cost reduction of maritime trade for 
importers and exporters

• Optimisation of the risk management process

Côte d’Ivoire
Advanced Rulings

• Advance rulings by customs on tariff  
classification and rule of origin

Status: Completed

Status: In Implementation

Find out more  
on trade  
facilitation and 
digital solutions
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Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, 
Kenya, Rwanda, Cambodia
Digitizing Global Trade (DGT)
In cooperation with Deutsche 
Post DHL Group under the 
develoPPP programme 

• Strengthening of Pre-Arrival Processing
• Simplifcation/Digitalisation of export  

processes and export promotion 

Ghana
African Continental Free 
Trade Area (AfCFTA)

• Modernisation of customs administration
• Optimisation of the Single Window system 

Indonesia
Implementing a Risk 
Management Scheme at the 
Indonesian Ministry of Trade

• Basis for the development of an integrated  
risk management system

• In the Directorate of Import and Export of  
the MoT, the average processing time for an  
import authorization was reduced by 3.86 days  
per import authorization. In 2018, the average  
was 7.8 days per import permit.

Kenya
African Continental Free 
Trade Area (AfCFTA)

• Strengthening Pre-Arrival Processing (PAP)

Moldova
Implementation of an 
 Electronic Pre-Arrival 
Customs Clearance System
In Cooperation with the 
bilateral project ‘Economic 
Policy Advice to the Moldovan 
Government’ under the  
develoPPP programme

• Implementation of PAP following the examples  
of Montenegro and Serbia 

• Time and cost reduction for customs clearance

Montenegro
Implementation of an Elec-
tronic Pre-Arrival Customs 
Clearance System

• The number of express shipments released  
within one hour of arrival rose from 25% to 53%

Serbia
Pre-arrival processing  
for express consignments 
in Serbia

• The number of express shipments released  
within one hour of arrival rose from 38% to 50%

• New competences of the Serbian customs  
authorities for the digitalisation of processes



The German Alliance for Trade 
Facilitation is a public-private partner-
ship. With support from the German 
Federal Government, companies, 
business associations and ministries 
around the world come together  
to make international trade faster  
and simpler.

In the joint projects, the time and 
costs involved in cross-border trade 
are reduced significantly. The German 
Alliance assists developing countries 
and emerging economies in removing 
bureaucratic barriers and making 
customs procedures more efficient  
and secure, in particular through the 
use of digital solutions.

Trade facilitation measures strengthen 
partners in the countries and promote 
local economies. They create incentives 
for international companies to invest  
in new markets and integrate local 
suppliers and producers into global 
supply chains. Implementing trade 
facilitation measures is therefore in 
the interests of the private sector and 
governments.

The World Trade Organization’s Trade 
Facilitation Agreement creates the 
framework for our strategy and 
approach. Furthermore, projects aim 
at implementation of trade facilitation 
measures as part of regional trade 
agreements, such as the African 
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About the German Alliance  
for Trade Facilitation 



Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA). 
By facilitating trade and economic 
development the German Alliance 
contributes to the 2030 Agenda and 
the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals.

Partners in the German Alliance come 
together in working meetings and in 
other exchange fora to discuss new  

and ongoing projects and topics.  
The German Alliance has a common 
strategic approach, and cooperation  
is based on jointly defined guidelines. 
A representative steering committee 
acts as an ambassador. The partners 
pool their resources in Germany and  
in the project countries and create 
together an impetus for new and 
existing trade facilitation initiatives.
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We are very pleased to have you as a guest at the High-Level Forum 2022. 
We would like to stay in contact with you.

Let’s Stay in Touch!

We Thank Our Partners for Their Support

www.tradefacilitation.de/en

tradefacilitation@giz.de

www.linkedin.com/company/german-tf-alliance

www.tradefacilitation.de/en/newsletter


